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luego- later 
ahora- now 
el mar- sea 

un lago- lake 
el océano- ocean 
la arena- sand 

el aire- air 
una colina- hill 
norte- north 
sur- south 

este- east 
oeste- west 
cerca de- close to  
lejos de- far from 
 

Now the students can create full sentences 
using the verb IR, transportation locations, and 

modes of transportation. 
Ejemplo/Example: 

Ella va a la parada de autobύs en bicicleta.- 
She goes to the bus stop by bicycle.  
 

They can also create full sentences to describe 
people with the verb SER and the adjectives. 

Ejemplo/Example: 
Mi hermana es simpática y inteligente.- 
My sister is nice and intelligent. 
 

Grammar Review 
a + el = al   When there is a masculine noun 

after “a” in a Spanish sentence signifying “to”, 
the words are combined as above. 

Ejemplo/Example: 
Voy al garaje.- I go to the garage.  
 

There is no combination with feminine nouns. 
Ejemplo/Example: 
Voy a la parada de autobύs. I go to the bus stop. 
 

See if you can write the following sentences in Spanish! 

Answers will be on next week’s newsletter.  
1. We go to the train station by car. 
2. She is tall and pretty. 

3. I go to the port by bicycle. 
4. They go to the airport by bus. 

5. You (informal) are nice and interesting. 

Notas Culturas / 

             Class Activities  
Today we talked about the usage of the 

verb SER to describe occupations. 
Ejemplo/Example: Yo soy maestro.= I 

am a teacher. When using soy the “un” 
and “una” do not need to be added to 

the sentence. In Latin America 

occupations do not define people the 
way they often do in the United States. 

Ejemplo/Example: If you were to ask 
someone in Peru what they do, they 

would likely answer with their hobbies 

and in the United States this would 
typically be answered with their career. 

Vocabulary List 

Answers from last week:  

Son las diez y cuarto. = 10:15 

Es la una. = 1:00 

Son las cuatro y media. = 4:30 

Son las siete y veinte. = 7:20 
Es la una y cinco. = 1:05 

Mediodía. = 12:00 noon 

Great work! Keep practicing! 😊 

Information 
Please contact the Futura Language 

Professionals Coordinator, 
SandyO@FuturaAdventures.com 

with any questions about Spanish class. 
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